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Look closely, watch what happens: visual modelling and constructionism  

The core activity of my version of visual modelling is to encourage individual computational exploration 

of shape, placement, color and texture themes witnessed by students looking closely at physical objects. 

In this paper, I will describe my history of designing and teaching courses around this central notion 

and how such work encourages students to integrate a wide range of technical and non-technical skills 

into their work. I’ll talk about why I think this activity is important for students of all disciplines. I’ll also 

talk specifically about the effects visual modeling activities have had on students and I will also describe, 

with perhaps far more confidence, how the teaching of visual modeling has affected me over the past 40 

years. I’ll illustrate my comments with visual tasks done by students and me. 

I’ll finish by referencing recent work gathering intellectual narratives via face to face interviews with 

colleagues who label themselves constructionist. I have been surprised during these conversations to 

hear widely different personal definitions of “constructionism”. I’ll offer my own take on constructionism 

and how I see visual modeling as a key constructionist activity. 
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